
CALL TO ACTION

⇒ Have a family meeting to talk about what’s most important to your family. Make a list of your
    family’s top 3 Big Rocks (most important priorities).

⇒ Make a chart to show weekly tasks (homework, chores, exercise, etc). Update the chart daily
     with a check by the tasks completed and a dot by the tasks not completed. Reflect on how
     you did at the end of the week.

⇒ Try limiting screen time to just 30 minutes each day. This will give you more time to focus on
     your Big Rocks. Reflect each day on the Big Rocks you prioritized instead of screen time. 
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FOCUS ON HABIT 3: PUT FIRST THINGS FIRST
Habit #3 focuses on putting things in the order of most importance. In kid language, “Work 
First, Then Play: I spend my time on things that are most important.  This means I say no to 
things I know I should not do.  I set priorities, make a schedule, and follow my plan.  I am 
disciplined and organized.”  Have a talk with your children about your most important jobs or 
responsibilities that you have.  We have busy lives with doing homework, making our bed, 
and taking out the garbage.  Some things have a time requirement to them and so they might 
have to be put first no matter what.  Doing the hardest part of your homework first is a good 
way to get the hard part over first and finish on something easier.  Go do it right now!

Put the Habit into Practice At Home:
● Focus on your highest priorities.
● Eliminate the unimportant.
● Plan every week.
● Stay true in the moment of choice.
● Have the courage to say “no” in favor of a greater “yes.”
● Spend time on things that matter the most.
● Say no to the unimportant.
● Big Rocks.
● Plan weekly and daily.


